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Abstract

Using scanning tunneling microscopy, we have observed a random orientation of the two possible inter-dimer
buckling directions without any intercell correlation on a vacancy-free 3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) surface. The very small
surface state dispersions observed by photoemission support the picture of essentially non-interacting (3×2) cells.
The perfect cellular disorder, with no intercell correlation, originates from the electron localization that can be inferred
from the weak surface state dispersions. Our experimental findings indicate a zero dimensionality of this system.
© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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A crystal with a weak type of disorder is important of the magnetic moments in magnetic materials
when it comes to the characterization of disordered [1,2]. In these systems, cells including atoms or
systems because it can be easily evaluated in terms magnetic moments in a solid have a finite intercell
of a degradation of the symmetry. The weakest correlation because of strong three-dimensional
type of disorder is that of cellular disorder [1]. It interactions between the cells [3]. A sudden distur-
corresponds to a stochastic variation, from cell to bance of a property of one cell is not enough to
cell, of certain properties in a topologically ordered change the property of the entire system. In con-
lattice. Well-known types of cellular disorder are trast, a system of a lower dimension tends toward
disorder amongst the constituent elements in a disorder because of insufficient interaction to order
substitutional alloy and disorder in the directions [3,4]. This tendency toward disorder in the lower

dimensions may generate a zero intercell correla-
tion, that is, a perfect cellular disorder correspond-
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maximum intercell correlation or atoms arrange ture of the surface, using STM and angle-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES).with a finite intercell correlation as on some sur-
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faces of substitutional alloys like the surface of a 3C-SiC(00l ) single crystals used in the STM
and ARPES studies were heteroepitaxially grownPt–Ni alloy studied by scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) [5]. In a surface with a higher degree on Si(001) substrates [7]. In an ultra-high vacuum
chamber the samples were cleaned at a temperatureof disorder topological disorder without periodical

cells is observed as in amorphous materials or of typically 1150°C for 2 min. From Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and low energy electronheat-related disordered surfaces with an underlying

1×1 bulk periodicity. diffraction (LEED) analyses we have previously
confirmed that samples cut from the same 3C-SiCThe order parameter in a one-dimensional or

zero-dimensional (isolated) system with a small crystal form a single-domain (3×2) reconstruction
without oxygen or any other contamination aftercellular interaction is thus interesting in terms of

intercell correlation, cellular interaction, and a the same cleaning procedure [8].
According to a structural model [8,9] of therelation between them. In our previous paper, we

have found such a surface disorder on the (3×2) reconstruction on the Si-rich 3C-SiC(00l )
surface there is 2/3 ML of extra Si on the3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) surface with no intercell cor-

relation [6 ]. In this letter, we investigate the fea- Si-terminated (2×1) surface (see Fig. 1[110]). The
topmost layer consists of additional Si dimer rowstures of this disorder on the atomic structure, the

order–disorder transition, and the electronic struc- in which every third dimer is missing. The missing

Fig. 1. Model of the 3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) reconstruction with additional dimer rows. Each unit cell of the (3×2) structure has a pair
of Si dimers. The dashed line indicates a ×1 unit-cell shift along the line. Total Si coverage on the uppermost carbon layer is 5/3 ML
(=2/3 ML in first layer+1 ML in second layer). In this simple model, the two Si dimers are identical and symmetric. On the real
(3×2) surfaces the two dimers are inequivalent which appears as an asymmetry in the electronic states between the two dimers as
discussed in the text.



In the empty-states images, the bright protrusions
in 3×2 cells are widely displaced in each cell, while
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dimer vacancies form straight troughs perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the dimer rows ([110]). A
pair of dimers, that is, four Si atoms, is the in the filled-states images the displacements are

very subtle (arrows in Fig. 2d). The directions ofstructural basis of the 3×2 periodicity. An impor-
tant feature of the (3×2) reconstruction is an the filled-states displacements in Fig. 2d are clearly

consistent with those of the empty-states in Fig. 2c.isolation of the structural units (pair of Si dimers)
due to the dimerization and the missing dimer The displacements observed for both the filled and

the empty states suggest that the two dimers introughs.
STM atomic images of (3×2) reconstruction the unit cell are inequivalent. We refer to this

asymmetry as inter-dimer buckling because theare shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a is an empty-states
image and Fig. 2b is a filled-states image taken buckling occurs between the two dimers. In con-

trast, a typical asymmetric dimer that bucklesfrom the same area. Fig. 2c and d are empty and
filled states images of a smaller area, respectively. within each dimer on the Si(001) surface can be

Fig. 2. Atomic-resolution images of a 9.25×9.25 nm area of a clean 3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) surface obtained by STM. (a) Empty-states
image with the sample at 2.30 V and a 0.30 nA tunneling current. (b) Filled-states image with the sample at -2.29 V and 0.33 nA
tunneling current. The thick white lines indicate a ×1 shift in the ordering of the (3×2) cells. Images (a) and (b) were taken from
the same area. (c) and (d) Local-area empty and filled images, respectively. Image (c) clearly shows a disorder in the unit-cell buckling
direction. Buckling directions [arrows in (d)] are the same as in (c). All images are atomic topographs taken in constant-current mode.
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referred to as intra-dimer buckling. Since the obvi- ponds to a perfect cellular disorder, where atomic
interaction among the cells has no effect on theous intensity difference within a cell is observed in
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the spectroscopic STM images as indicated in intercell correlation, that is, on the degree of
disorder. Thus the interaction between the cellsFig. 2c and d, the conclusion is that one dimer is

in one state and the other is in a second state. appears to be very weak.
The arrangement of the buckling direction inAnother important feature which can be clearly

seen in Fig. 2c is an irregular arrangement of the the area in Fig. 2 shows no change with multiple
STM scans, even if the applied tip bias exceedsbuckling directions. This irregularity is a kind of

surface disorder. 4 V which is often used to obtain bond-breaking
in atom manipulation experiments [10,11]. TheSince ‘‘disorder is not mere chaos: it implies

defective order’’, [1], we characterize a system by dimer buckling within the individual cells is stable
against thermal vibrations and the disturbancethe order in the arrangement of its structural

elements. The disordered system that we discuss caused by the STM itself. Thus the intercell
arrangement with random disorder is frozen. Thishere has an overall 3×2 periodicity, which is

observed as one bright dimer in each 3×2 unit frozen randomness with j�=0 is in clear contrast
to an ordinary Ising system that has a thermallycell in Fig. 2a and b. The 3×2 periodicity is

confirmed on a wide atomic scale by earlier LEED frozen ordered phase with j�≠0 because of large
intercell interactions, as observed in the Si(001)-observations and on a local atomic scale by Fourier

analyses of Fig. 2a and b. The disorder stems from c(4×2) reconstruction composed of asymmetric
Si dimers [12].the varying direction of the inter-dimer buckling

in each cell on the 3×2 surface. This type of When we introduce surface vacancies to the
(3×2) surface, the disordered surface changeddisorder is a cellular disorder.

To quantify the degree of short-range order in drastically to an ordered surface with well-ordered
dimer pairs at room temperature as shown ina system with cellular disorder we introduce the

order parameter, j. The observed disorder origi- Fig. 3. The vacancies were formed by heat treat-
ment of a perfect Si-saturated surface at highnates from the fact that each unit cell can have

either of the two possible buckling directions. We temperature, intending Si desorption. The
observed amount of vacancies corresponds to a Sidefine j as 1 when two adjacent cells have different

buckling directions (anti-ferromagnetic arrange- desorption of only 0.09 ML. Semond et al. [13]
found from cross-sectional STM topographs thatment). j is defined as −1 for a ferromagnetic

arrangement (two adjacent cells have the same a (3×2) surface with vacancies has a ferromag-
netic arrangement. We also sometimes observe thebuckling direction). Thus, there is no short-range

order if the average of the order parameter is zero same ferromagnetic corrugation from cross-sec-
tional topographs. The appearance of a ferromag-(j�=0). By analysing >300 unit cells we obtain

j�=0.007 in the 3× direction (within a dimer netic corrugation in our experiments depends on
the tip bias and the atomic shape of the tip. Evenrow), and j�=0.012 in the ×2 direction (perpen-

dicular to the dimer rows). Since a well-ordered when we observe a ferromagnetic arrangement,
the corrugation height is very weak as observed insurface has a j� of almost 1 at room temperature,

order parameters, j� of ≤0.01 as observed on Fig. 3a. The orientation of the weak ferromagnetic
arrangement often inverts in multiple STM scans.the 3×2 surface are negligible. Also, the ratio

between the two kinds of cells is always 1:1 in any Although it is not clear whether the surface corres-
ponds to a ferromagnetic or paramagnetic arrange-observed surface region, suggesting a lack of

long-range ferromagnetic ordering. Adsorbates, ment, or to a surface with no inter-dimer buckling
(equivalent dimers), the surface clearly has well-observed as bright spots in Fig. 2a and b have

little effect on the buckling directions as indicated ordered cells. We did not find any partial coexist-
ence of the ordered and disordered dimer arrange-by the lack of a specific trend in j around the

adsorbates. The system thus has a random arrange- ments on either the ordered or disordered surfaces
in our STM observations. This suggests that therement with no intercell correlation. This corres-
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Fig. 3. Atomic-resolution images of a 9.25×9.25 nm area of 3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) surface with vacancies. (a) Empty-states image with
the sample at 1.10 V. (b) Filled-states image at −2.00 V. Well-ordered but weak inter-dimer bucklings are found on this surface
with vacancies.

are two types of inter-dimer bucklings. One shows interpretation of S1–S4. The surface state inter-
pretation was further supported by the results ofa strong, stable, asymmetry in the surface

electronic structure between the two dimers with hydrogen adsorption on the surface. By exposing
the (3×2) surface to atomic hydrogen it trans-a random inter-dimer buckling direction. The other

is observed as a weak asymmetric buckling on the formed into a (3×1):H surface which resulted in
a quenching of the surface states S1–S4, while thesurface with ordered cells. The detailed atomic

structures of these inter-dimer bucklings are structures in the photoemission spectra assigned
to bulk emission were not quenched by the Huncertain at this stage, which deserve further

investigations. adsorption. From the photoemission study we can
conclude that the (3×2) surface has at least fourIn order to investigate the surface state disper-

sions on the (3×2) surface, ARPES measurements surface state bands [14].
The most important finding in Fig. 4 is the verywere performed on the new spherical grating beam

line (BL-33) at the Max-I synchrotron radiation weak dispersion of S1–S4 in the three azimuthal
directions. The bandwidths of S1–S4 in the [1:10]facility in Lund, Sweden. The full description of

the four surface states, S1–S4, observed on the direction are ~0.2 eV and in the [110] direction
we find that the bandwidths are smaller than the(3×2) surface and their dispersions will be pub-

lished separately [14]. experimental uncertainty. In typical single-domain
(001) surfaces of tetrahedral semiconductors, sur-Three of the surface states, S1–S3, on the (3×2)

surface were observed in normal emission and face state dispersions have been reported to be
much larger than 0.2 eV. In an earlier ARPEStheir initial energies were found to be independent

of the photon energy as required for surface states. study of GaAs(2×4), dispersions of 0.4 and 0.5 eV
(in a 2×1 surface Brillouin zone) were reportedThe fourth surface state structure was observed

for off-normal emission angles. The initial energy for two surface states [15]. Two surface states with
dispersions of 0.4 and 0.5 eV have also beendispersions of the four surface states are plotted

in Fig. 4 along the [110], [010] and [1:10] azimuthal reported for InAs(2×4/4×2) [16 ]. The surface
bands originate from the formation of two-dimen-directions. In the [010] direction all four surface

states are located above the projected bulk bands sional Bloch waves from the electronic wave func-
tions of the individual atoms. The bandwidth(hatched area) which supports the surface state
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Fig. 4. Experimental surface state dispersions, S1–S4, for the single-domain 3C-SiC(001)-(3×2) surface along the [1:10], [010] and
[110] azimuths. The sizes of the plot symbols indicate the relative peak intensities. The hatched area show the projection of the bulk
bands onto the 1×1 surface Brillouin zone. The thick gray lines in the inset show the k//-ranges from which the data were obtained.

reflects the degree of interaction between the the localization in the z direction, implied by the
surface state origin of S1–S4, and their quite smallelectrons on different atomic sites in the periodic

lattice. In an isolated molecule, all states are dispersions in the [110] and [1:10] directions we
find that the individual (3×2) cells can be charac-discrete without band formation. The single-

domain Si(001)-(2×1) surface has a dangling- terized as ‘‘molecular’’ units with electronic states
that are essentially localized in three dimensions.bond state with a relatively small dispersion,

~0.3 eV, along the [1:10] direction (the dimeriza- From our investigation of the Si 2p core-level
[9], which was done on the same sample as thattion direction) [17], while the dispersion is larger,

~0.7 eV, along the row direction [18]. This indi- of the present ARPES study, we have observed a
surface component with <3% of the total integ-cates that the Si dimerization tends to localize the

surface state along the direction of dimerization. rated intensity. This component may be attributed
to the surface vacancies that are observed by STMThe small dispersion of 0.2 eV in the [1:10] direc-

tion observed here for the (3×2) surface is consis- after Si desorption from the perfect (3×2) surface.
Therefore, the surface state band structure pre-tent with that on the Si(001) surface. Since the

distance between Si atoms of adjacent (3×2) cells, sented here is that of the (3×2) surface without
cellular disorder. Since the distances between thewhich are separated by the missing dimer, is much

larger than the separation due to the dimerization, cells are independent of the ordering or disorder-
ing, the three-dimensional electronic localizationwe find that the non-dispersive character of

S1–S4 in the [110] direction is reasonable. From derived from the weak dispersions is the basic
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